• **The Age of Miracles** by Karen Walker (large print)
  This is the story of Julia and her family as they struggle to live in an extraordinary time. On an ordinary Saturday, Julia awakes to discover that something has happened to the rotation of the earth. The days and nights are growing longer and longer, gravity is affected, the birds, the tides, human behavior and cosmic rhythms are thrown into disarray. In a world of danger and loss, Julia faces surprising developments in herself, and her personal world—divisions widening between her parents, strange behavior by Hannah and other friends, the vulnerability of first love, a sense of isolation, and a rebellious new strength. FICTION

• **The Alice Network** by Kate Quinn
  Two women—a female spy recruited to the real-life Alice Network in France during World War I and an unconventional American socialite searching for her cousin in 1947—are brought together in a mesmerizing story of courage and redemption. FICTION

• **An American Marriage** by Tayari Jones
  Newlyweds Roy and Celestial, a young executive and an up-and-coming artist, are torn apart when Roy is arrested, wrongfully convicted, and imprisoned for twelve years, leaving Celestial unmoored and seeking comfort where she can: childhood friend and Roy’s best man Andre. When Roy’s conviction is suddenly overturned, the three must confront how they relate to each other and to the external forces that shape their lives. FICTION

• **American Pastoral** by Philip Roth
  An ordinary man finds that his life has been made extraordinary by the catastrophic intrusion of history when, in 1968 his adored daughter plants a bomb that kills a stranger, hurling her father out of the longed-for American pastoral. FICTION

• **Americanah** by Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie
  As teenagers in a Lagos secondary school, Ifemelu and Obinze fall in love. Their country is under military dictatorship, and people are leaving if they can. Ifemelu—beautiful, self-assured—departs for America to study. She suffers defeats and triumphs, finds and loses relationships and friendships, all the while feeling the weight of something she never thought of back home: race. Obinze—the quiet, thoughtful son of a professor—had hoped to join her, but post-9/11 America will not let him in, and he plunges into a dangerous, undocumented life in London. Years later, Obinze is a wealthy man in a newly democratic Nigeria, while Ifemelu has achieved success as a writer of an eye-opening blog about race in America. But when Ifemelu returns to Nigeria, and she and Obinze reignite their shared passion—for their homeland and for each other—they will face the toughest decisions of their lives. FICTION

• **Anybody’s Daughter** by Pamela Samuels Young
  Thirteen-year-old Brianna Walker is ecstatic. She’s about to sneak off to meet her first real boyfriend—a boyfriend she met on Facebook. But Brianna is in for a horrifying surprise because her boyfriend doesn’t exist. Instead, she’s hurled into the shocking underworld of human sex trafficking. Brianna’s Uncle Dre, a man with his own criminal past, is not content to rely on police to bring his niece home. He scours the dark corners of Los Angeles determined to end this nightmare. The woman he loves, attorney Angela Evans, knows the dangers faced by sexually exploited children because she represents them. Angela lends both her moral support and professional resources, but Dre ultimately comes up with a daring plan
of his own—one that puts many lives in danger, including his own. But will he find Brianna before it's too
late?  

- **The Art of Racing in the Rain** by Garth Stein
  A heart-wrenching but deeply funny and ultimately uplifting story of family, love, loyalty, and hope.  
  FICTION

- **Asymmetry** by Lisa Halliday
  Told in three distinct and uniquely compelling sections, Asymmetry explores the imbalances that spark
  and sustain many of our most dramatic human relations: inequities in age, power, talent, wealth, fame,
  geography, and justice. The first section, “Folly,” tells the story of Alice, a young American editor, and her
  relationship with the famous and much older writer Ezra Blazer. By contrast, “Madness” is narrated by
  Amar, an Iraqi-American man who, on his way to visit his brother in Kurdistan, is detained by immigration
  officers and spends the last weekend of 2008 in a holding room in Heathrow. These two seemingly
  disparate stories gain resonance as their perspectives interact and overlap, with yet new implications for
  their relationship revealed in an unexpected coda.  
  FICTION

- **Beartown** by Fredrik Backman
  Beartown is a small community on the brink of disappearing into the surrounding forest as the town loses
  more and more young people and commerce to the larger surrounding towns. But down by the lake
  stands an old ice rink, home of the hockey club that has long been the sole source of entertainment and
  pride for the townspeople, and the only possible ticket out of town for the young men who grew up playing
  hockey there. Now, the seventeen-year-old boys who make up Beartown’s junior ice hockey team carry
  the immense weight of all the town’s hopes and dreams on their shoulders. The team is about to compete
  in the national semifinals, and they actually have a shot at winning—a win that could bring a new hockey
  school, commerce, and prosperity back to Beartown. The outcome of this semifinal match has the
  potential to change lives and make dreams come true. But when an act of violence leaves a young girl
  traumatized the night following the big game, the town is divided—and the people of Beartown must
  decide what they stand for, what they’ll allow, and what they’re willing to give up on the road to victory.  
  FICTION

- **Becoming** by Michelle Obama
  In a life filled with meaning and accomplishment, Michelle Obama has emerged as one of the most iconic
  and compelling women of our era. As First Lady of the United States of America, she helped create the
  most welcoming and inclusive White House in history. With unerring honesty and lively wit, she describes
  her triumphs and her disappointments, both public and private. A deeply personal reckoning of a woman
  of soul and substance who has steadily defied expectations.  
  NONFICTION

- **Bee Season** by Myla Goldberg
  An eccentric family falls apart at the seams in an absorbing debut that finds congruencies between the
  elementary school spelling-bee circuit, Jewish mysticism, Eastern religious cults and compulsive
  behavior.  
  FICTION

- **Behind the Beautiful Forevers** by Katherine Boo
  The dramatic and sometimes heartbreaking story of families striving toward a better life in one of the
  twenty-first century’s great, unequal cities. In this fast-paced book, based on three years of
uncompromising reporting, a bewildering age of global change and inequality is made human. Annawadi is a makeshift settlement in the shadow of luxury hotels near the Mumbai airport, and as India starts to prosper, Annawadians are electric with hope. Abdul, a reflective and enterprising Muslim teenager, sees fortune in the recyclable garbage of richer people. Asha, a woman of formidable wit and deep scars from a rural childhood, has identified an alternate route to the middle class: political corruption. And even the poorest Annawadians, like Kalu, a fifteen-year-old scrap-metal thief, believe themselves inching closer to good times. But then, as the tenderest individual hopes intersect with the greatest global truths, the true contours of a competitive age are revealed. FICTION

• Blink by Malcolm Gladwell
How do we think without thinking, seem to make choices in an instant—in the blink of an eye—that actually aren’t as simple as they seem? Drawing on cutting-edge neuroscience and psychology, the author reveals that great decision makers aren't those who process the most information or spend the most time deliberating, but those who have perfected the art of filtering the very few factors that matter from an overwhelming number of variables. NONFICTION

• The Book that Matters Most by Ann Hood
Ava’s twenty-five-year marriage has fallen apart, and her two grown children are pursuing their own lives outside of the country. Ava joins a book group, not only for her love of reading but also out of sheer desperation for companionship. The group’s goal throughout the year is for each member to present the book that matters most to them. Ava rediscovers a mysterious book from her childhood—one that helped her through the traumas of the untimely deaths of her sister and mother. Alternating with Ava’s story is that of her troubled daughter Maggie, who, living in Paris, descends into a destructive relationship with an older man. Ava’s mission to find that book and its enigmatic author takes her on a quest that unravels the secrets of her past and offers her and Maggie the chance to remake their lives. FICTION

• Bootlegger’s Daughter by Margaret Maron (North Carolina author)
This first novel in Maron’s Imperfect series, which won the Edgar Award for best mystery novel in 1993, introduces heroine Deborah Knott, an attorney and the daughter of an infamous North Carolina bootlegger. FICTION

• Bread Givers by Anzia Yezierska
This masterwork of American immigrant literature is set in the 1920s on the Lower East Side of Manhattan and tells the story of Sara Smolinsky, the youngest daughter of an Orthodox rabbi, who rebels against her father’s rigid conception of Jewish womanhood. FICTION

• Brooklyn by Colm Tóibín
Eilis Lacey has come of age in small-town Ireland in the hard years following World War Two. When an Irish priest from Brooklyn offers to sponsor Eilis in America, she decides she must go, leaving her fragile mother and her charismatic sister behind. FICTION

• Clock Dance by Anne Tyler
Willa Drake has had three opportunities to start her life over: in 1967, as a schoolgirl whose mother has suddenly disappeared; in 1977, when considering a marriage proposal; and in 1997, as a young widow trying to hold her family together. So, she is surprised when in 2017 she is given one last chance to change everything, after receiving a startling phone call from a stranger. Without fully understanding why,
she flies across the country to Baltimore to help a young woman she’s never met. This impulsive decision, maybe the first one she’s consciously made in her life, will lead Willa into uncharted territory—surrounded by eccentric neighbors who treat each other like family, she finds solace and fulfillment in unexpected places. FICTION

**The Color of Water: A Black Man’s Tribute to His White Mother** by James McBride
An African American man describes life as the son of a white mother and Black father, reflecting on his mother’s contributions to his life and his confusion over his own identity. NONFICTION

**The Cuckoo’s Calling** by Robert Galbraith
After losing his leg to a land mine in Afghanistan, Cormoran Strike is barely scraping by as a private investigator. Strike is down to one client, and creditors are calling. He has also just broken up with his longtime girlfriend and is living in his office. Then John Bristow walks through his door with an amazing story: his sister, the legendary supermodel Lula Landry, known to her friends as the Cuckoo, famously fell to her death a few months earlier. The police ruled it a suicide, but John refuses to believe that. The case plunges Strike into the world of multimillionaire beauties, rock-star boyfriends, and desperate designers, and it introduces him to every variety of pleasure, enticement, seduction, and delusion known to man. FICTION

**Crooked Letter, Crooked Letter** by Tom Franklin
In the late 1970s, Larry Ott and Silas “32” Jones were boyhood pals, Larry the child of white, lower middle-class parents and Silas the son of a poor, single black mother. Their worlds were as different as night and day, yet, for a few months, the boys stepped outside of their circumstance and shared a special bond. But then tragedy struck: on a date, Larry took a girl to a drive-in movie, and she was never heard from again. FICTION

**Dead Wake: The Last Crossing of the Lusitania** by Erik Larson
The enthralling story the Lusitania, the ship whose sinking helped spur the US to enter The Great War. NONFICTION

**Educated** by Tara Westover
An unforgettable memoir about a young girl who, kept out of school, leaves her survivalist family and goes on to earn a PhD from Cambridge University. NONFICTION

**Eleanor Oliphant is Completely Fine** by Gail Honeyman
Meet Eleanor Oliphant: she struggles with appropriate social skills and tends to say exactly what she’s thinking. That, combined with her unusual appearance (scarred cheek, tendency to wear the same clothes year in, year out), means that Eleanor has become a creature of habit (to say the least) and a bit of a loner. But everything changes when Eleanor meets Raymond, the bumbling and deeply unhygienic IT guy from her office. When she and Raymond together save Sammy, an elderly gentleman who has fallen on the sidewalk, the three become the kind of friends who rescue each other from the lives of isolation they have each been living. FICTION

**End of Your Life Book Club** by Will Schwalbe
During her treatment for cancer, Mary Anne Schwalbe and her son Will spent many hours sitting in waiting rooms together. To pass the time, they would talk about the books they were reading. Once, by chance, they read the same book at the same time—and an informal book club of two was born. Through
their wide-ranging reading, Will and Mary Anne are reminded how books can be comforting, astonishing, and illuminating, changing the way that we feel about and interact with the world around us. NONFICTION

- **Evicted: Poverty and Profit in the American City by Matthew Desmond**
  In this brilliant, heartbreaking book, Matthew Desmond takes us into the poorest neighborhoods of Milwaukee to tell the story of eight families on the edge. In vivid, intimate prose, Desmond provides a ground-level view of one of the most urgent issues facing America today. As we see families forced into shelters, squalid apartments, or more dangerous neighborhoods, we bear witness to the human cost of America’s vast inequality—and to people’s determination and intelligence in the face of hardship. Based on years of embedded fieldwork and painstakingly gathered data, this masterful book transforms our understanding of extreme poverty and economic exploitation while providing fresh ideas for solving a devastating, uniquely American problem. Its unforgettable scenes of hope and loss remind us of the centrality of home, without which nothing else is possible. NONFICTION

- **Faithful Place by Tana French**
  A taut, gripping thriller that will keep readers in suspense until its closing pages. FICTION

- **The Firebrand and the First Lady by Patricia Bell-Scott**
  A finalist for the Andrew Carnegie Medal for Excellence in Nonfiction, and longlisted for the National Book Award, The Firebrand and the First Lady is the riveting history, two decades in the making, of how a brilliant writer-turned-activist [Pauli Murray] and the first lady of the United States [Eleanor Roosevelt] forged an enduring friendship that helped to alter the course of race and racism in America. NONFICTION

- **Garden Spells by Sarah Addison Allen (North Carolina author)**
  Two gifted sisters draw on their talents to belatedly forge a bond and find their ways in life in Allen’s easygoing debut novel. FICTION

- **The Girl on the Train by Paula Hawkins**
  Rachel takes the same commuter train every morning and night. Every day she rattles down the track, flashes past a stretch of cozy suburban homes, and stops at the signal that allows her to daily watch the same couple breakfasting on their deck. And then she sees something shocking. It’s only a minute until the train moves on, but it’s enough. Now everything’s changed. FICTION

- **The Girl Who Fell From the Sky by Heidi Durrow**
  This debut novel tells the story of Rachel, the daughter of a Danish mother and a black G.I. who becomes the sole survivor of a family tragedy. With her strict African American grandmother as her new guardian, Rachel moves to a mostly black community, where her light brown skin, blue eyes, and beauty bring mixed attention her way. Growing up in the 1980s, she learns to swallow her overwhelming grief and confronts her identity as a biracial young woman in a world that wants to see her as either black or white. FICTION

- **The Girls of Atomic City by Denise Kiernan**
  This is the story of the young women of Oak Ridge, Tennessee, who unwittingly played a crucial role in one of the most significant moments in U.S. history. The Tennessee town of Oak Ridge was created from scratch in 1942. One of the Manhattan Project’s secret cities, it did not appear on any maps until 1949,
and yet at the height of World War II it was using more electricity than New York City and was home to
more than 75,000 people, many of them young women recruited from small towns across the South. The
reverberations from their work there, work they did not fully understand at the time, are still being felt
today. NONFICTION

- **Go Tell It on the Mountain** by James Baldwin
  
  *Go Tell It on the Mountain* is the story of John Grimes and his family. Living in Harlem in 1935, John’s
  father is a deacon at the family’s church. In the course of a day and night, the reader will learn family
  secrets, and John will begin to come to terms with both his background and his destiny. FICTION

- **Gone Girl** by Gillian Flynn
  
  When a woman goes missing on her fifth wedding anniversary, her diary reveals hidden turmoil in her
  marriage, while her husband, desperate to clear himself of suspicion, realizes that something more
  disturbing than murder may have occurred. FICTION

- **The Great Gatsby** by F. Scott Fitzgerald
  
  *The Great Gatsby* may be the most popular classic in modern American fiction. Since its publication in
  1925, Fitzgerald’s masterpiece has become a touchstone for generations of readers and writers, many of
  whom reread it every few years as a ritual of imaginative renewal. FICTION

- **H is for Hawk** by Helen Macdonald
  
  Tells the story of the year Macdonald spent training a goshawk in the wake of her father’s death. Her
  father, Alisdair Macdonald, was a respected photojournalist who died suddenly of a heart attack in 2007.
  Having been a falconer for many years, she purchased a young goshawk to help her through the grieving
  process. NONFICTION

- **The Handmaid’s Tale** by Margaret Atwood
  
  Offred is a Handmaid in the Republic of Gilead. She may leave the home of the Commander and his wife
  once a day to walk to food markets whose signs are now pictures instead of words because women are
  no longer allowed to read. She must lie on her back once a month and pray that the Commander makes
  her pregnant, because in an age of declining births. Offred and the other Handmaids are only valued if
  their ovaries are viable. Offred can remember the days before, when she lived and made love with her
  husband Luke; when she played with and protected her daughter; when she had a job, money of her own,
  and access to knowledge. But all of that is gone now.... FICTION

- **Hillbilly Elegy** by J.D. Vance
  
  Shares the story of the author’s family and upbringing, describing how they moved from poverty to an
  upwardly mobile clan that included the author, a Yale Law School graduate, while navigating the
  demands of middle class life and the collective demons of the past. NONFICTION

- **Home** by Toni Morrison
  
  When Frank Money joined the army to escape his too-small world, he left behind his cherished and fragile
  little sister, Cee. After the war, his shattered life has no purpose until he hears that Cee is in danger. As
  he journeys to his native Georgia in search of Cee, it becomes clear that their troubles began well before
  their wartime separation. Together, they return to their rural hometown of Lotus, where buried secrets are
  unearthed and where Frank learns at last what it means to be a man, what it takes to heal, and—above
  all—what it means to come home. FICTION
• **Homegoing** by Yaa Gyasi
  Two half-sisters, Effia and Esi, unknown to each other, are born into two different tribal villages in 18th century Ghana. Stretching from the tribal wars of Ghana to slavery and Civil War in America, from the coal mines in the north to the Great Migration to the streets of 20th century Harlem, Yaa Gyasi’s has written a modern masterpiece, a novel that moves through histories and geographies and—with outstanding economy and force—captures the troubled spirit of our own nation. FICTION

• **The Husband’s Secret** by Liane Moriarty
  Discovering a tattered letter that says she is to open it only in the event of her husband's death, Cecelia, a successful family woman, is unable to resist reading the letter and discovers a secret that shatters her life and the lives of two other women. FICTION

• **I Am Malala** by Malala Yousafzai
  When the Taliban took control of the Swat Valley, one girl spoke out. Malala Yousafzai refused to be silenced and fought for her right to an education. On Tuesday October 9, 2012, she almost paid the ultimate price. NONFICTION

• **I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings** by Maya Angelou
  Here is a book as joyous and painful, as mysterious and memorable, as childhood itself. *I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings* captures the longing of lonely children, the brute insult of bigotry, and the wonder of words that can make the world right. Maya Angelou’s debut memoir is a modern American classic beloved worldwide. NONFICTION

• **The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks** by Rebecca Skloot
  Her name was Henrietta Lacks, but scientists know her as HeLa. She was a poor Southern tobacco farmer, yet her cells—taken without her knowledge—became one of the most important tools in medicine. The first “immortal” human cells grown in culture, they are still alive today, though she has been dead for more than sixty years. NONFICTION

• **The Immortalists** by Chloe Benjamin
  It’s 1969 in New York City’s Lower East Side, and word has spread of the arrival of a mystical woman, a traveling psychic who claims to be able to tell anyone the day they will die. The Gold children--four adolescents on the cusp of self-awareness--sneak out to hear their fortunes. Their prophecies inform their next five decades. Golden-boy Simon escapes to the West Coast, searching for love in ‘80s San Francisco; dreamy Klara becomes a Las Vegas magician, obsessed with blurring reality and fantasy; eldest son Daniel seeks security as an army doctor post-9/11, hoping to control fate; and bookish Varya throws herself into longevity research, where she tests the boundary between science and immortality. The Immortalists probes the line between destiny and choice, reality and illusion, this world and the next. It is a deeply moving testament to the power of story, the nature of belief, and the unrelenting pull of familial bonds. FICTION

• **Killers of the Flower Moon** by David Grann
  In *Killers of the Flower Moon*, David Grann revisits a shocking series of crimes in which dozens of people were murdered in cold blood. The book is a masterpiece of narrative nonfiction, as each step in the investigation reveals a series of sinister secrets and reversals. But more than that, it is a searing
indictment of the callousness and prejudice toward Native Americans that allowed the murderers to operate with impunity for so long. NONFICTION

• Kindred by Octavia E. Butler
  Dana, a modern black woman, is celebrating her twenty-sixth birthday with her new husband when she is snatched abruptly from her home in California and transported to the antebellum South. Rufus, the white son of a plantation owner, is drowning, and Dana has been summoned to save him. Dana is drawn back repeatedly through time to the slave quarters, and each time the stay grows longer, more arduous, and more dangerous until it is uncertain whether or not Dana’s life will end, long before it has a chance to begin. FICTION

• The Known World by Edward P. Jones
  Set in Manchester County, Virginia, 20 years before the Civil War began, Edward P. Jones’s debut novel is a masterpiece of overlapping plot lines, time shifts, and heartbreaking details of life under slavery. FICTION

• A Lesson Before Dying by Ernest J. Gaines
  A frustrated teacher in a southern town, whose education is being underutilized, finds his own purpose in helping bring meaning to the last days of a young man due to be executed. In teaching one person to die with dignity, he redeems himself. FICTION

• The Light Between Oceans by M.L. Stedman
  Australian Tom Sherbourne returns home after fighting in the western trenches of World War I in Europe. He and his wife, Isabel, move to an isolated lighthouse, where they remain through several years, two miscarriages, and one stillbirth before finding an infant mysteriously washed ashore. When the child is two years old, Tom and Isabel return to the mainland on leave; they discover that there are other people in the world, and keeping the child has devastated one of them. FICTION

• The Magpie Murders by Anthony Horowitz
  When editor Susan Ryeland is given the manuscript of Alan Conway’s latest novel, she has no reason to think it will be much different from any of his others After working with the bestselling crime writer for years, she’s intimately familiar with his detective, Atticus Pünd, who solves mysteries disturbing sleepy English villages. An homage to queens of classic British crime such as Agatha Christie and Dorothy Sayers, Alan’s traditional formula has proved hugely successful. So successful that Susan must continue to put up with his troubling behavior if she wants to keep her job. Conway’s latest tale has Atticus Pünd investigating a murder at Pye Hall, a local manor house. Yes, there are dead bodies and a host of intriguing suspects, but the more Susan reads, the more she’s convinced that there is another story hidden in the pages of the manuscript: one of real-life jealousy, greed, ruthless ambition, and murder. FICTION

• Major Pettigrew’s Last Stand by Helen Simonson
  You are about to travel to Edgecombe St. Mary, a small village in the English countryside filled with rolling hills, thatched cottages, and a cast of characters both hilariously original and as familiar as the members of your own family. FICTION

• A Man Called Ove by Frederik Backman
Meet Ove. He's a curmudgeon; the kind of man who points at people he dislikes as if they were burglars caught outside his bedroom window. He has staunch principles, strict routines, and a short fuse. People call him 'the bitter neighbor from hell'. But must Ove be bitter just because he doesn't walk around with a smile plastered to his face all the time? Behind the cranky exterior there is a story and a sadness. So when one November morning a chatty young couple with two chatty young daughters move in next door and accidentally flatten Ove's mailbox, it is the lead-in to a comical and heartwarming tale of unkempt cats, unexpected friendship, and the ancient art of backing up a U-Haul. All of which will change one cranky old man and a local residents' association to their very foundations. FICTION

- **Manhattan Beach** by Jennifer Egan
  The long-awaited, daring, and magnificent novel from the Pulitzer Prize–winning author of A Visit from the Goon Squad. FICTION

- **March** by Geraldine Brooks
  From Louisa May Alcott’s beloved classic *Little Women*, Geraldine Brooks has animated the character of the absent father, March. Brooks follows March as he leaves behind his family to aid the Union cause in the Civil War. His experiences will utterly change his marriage and challenge his most ardently held beliefs. FICTION

- **March: Book One** by John Lewis, Andrew Aydin, Nate Powell
  *March* is a vivid first-hand account of John Lewis' lifelong struggle for civil and human rights (including his key roles in the historic 1963 March on Washington and the 1965 Selma-Montgomery March), meditating in the modern age on the distance traveled since the days of Jim Crow and segregation. In *March*, a true American icon teams up with one of America’s most acclaimed graphic novelists. Together, they bring to life one of our nation’s most historic moments, a period both shameful and inspiring, and a movement whose echoes will be heard for generations. NONFICTION

- **The Mothers** by Brit Bennett
  Set within a contemporary black community in Southern California, Brit Bennett's mesmerizing first novel is an emotionally perceptive story about community, love, and ambition. FICTION

- **Mr. Penumbra’s 24-Hour Bookstore** by Robin Sloan
  The Great Recession has shuffled Clay Jannon away from life as a San Francisco web-design drone and into the aisles of Mr. Penumbra's 24-Hour Bookstore. But after a few days on the job, Clay discovers that the store is more curious than either its name or its gnomic owner might suggest. The customers are few, and they never seem to buy anything—instead, they "check out" large, obscure volumes from strange corners of the store. Suspicious, Clay engineers an analysis of the clientele's behavior, seeking help from his variously talented friends. But when they bring their findings to Mr. Penumbra, they discover the bookstore's secrets extend far beyond its walls. FICTION

- **Never Let Me Go** by Kazuo Ishiguro
  As a child, Kathy—now thirty-one years old—lived at Hailsham, a private school in the scenic English countryside where the children were sheltered from the outside world, brought up to believe that they were special and that their well-being was crucial not only for themselves but for the society they would eventually enter. Kathy had long ago put this idyllic past behind her, but when two of her Hailsham friends come back into her life, she stops resisting the pull of memory.
And so, as her friendship with Ruth is rekindled, and as the feelings that long ago fueled her adolescent crush on Tommy begin to deepen into love, Kathy recalls their years at Hailsham. She describes happy scenes of boys and girls growing up together, unperturbed—even comforted—by their isolation. But she describes other scenes as well: of discord and misunderstanding that hint at a dark secret behind Hailsham’s nurturing facade. With the dawning clarity of hindsight, the three friends are compelled to face the truth about their childhood—and about their lives now. FICTION

**The Newlyweds** by Nell Freudenberger
Amina Mazid is twenty-four when she moves from Bangladesh to Rochester, New York, for love. For Amina, George offers a chance for a new life for her and her parents, as well as a different kind of happiness than she might find back home. For George, Amina is a woman who doesn’t play games. But each of them is hiding something: someone from the past they thought they could leave behind. It is only when Amina returns to Bangladesh that she and George find out if their secrets will tear them apart, or if they can build a future together. FICTION

**News of the World** by Paulette Jiles
It is 1870 and Captain Jefferson Kyle Kidd travels through northern Texas, giving live readings to paying audiences hungry for news of the world. An elderly widower who has lived through three wars and fought in two of them, the captain enjoys his rootless, solitary existence. In Wichita Falls, he is offered a $50 gold piece to deliver a young orphan to her relatives in San Antonio. Four years earlier, a band of Kiowa raiders killed Johanna’s parents and sister; sparing the little girl, they raised her as one of their own. Recently rescued by the U.S. army, the ten-year-old has once again been torn away from the only home she knows. Their 400-mile journey south through unsettled territory and unforgiving terrain proves difficult and at times dangerous. Johanna has forgotten the English language, tries to escape at every opportunity, throws away her shoes, and refuses to act “civilized.” A respectable man, Captain Kidd is faced with a terrible choice: abandon the girl to her fate or become—in the eyes of the law—a kidnapper himself. Exquisitely rendered and morally complex, News of the World is a brilliant work of historical fiction that explores the boundaries of family, responsibility, honor, and trust. FICTION

**The Nix** by Nathan Hill
It’s 2011, and Samuel Andresen-Anderson hasn’t seen his mother, Faye, in decades—not since she abandoned the family when he was a boy. Now she’s reappeared, having committed an absurd crime that electrifies the nightly news and inflames a politically divided country. To save her, Samuel will have to embark on his own journey, uncovering long-buried secrets about the woman he thought he knew, secrets that stretch across generations and have their origin all the way back in Norway, home of the mysterious Nix. As he does so, Samuel will confront not only Faye’s losses but also his own lost love, and will relearn everything he thought he knew about his mother, and himself. FICTION

**Orphan Train** by Christina Kline
Between 1854 and 1929, so-called orphan trains ran regularly from the cities of the East Coast to the farmlands of the Midwest, carrying thousands of abandoned children whose fates would be determined by pure luck. Would they be adopted by a kind and loving family, or would they face a childhood and adolescence of hard labor and servitude? As a young Irish immigrant, Vivian Daly was one such child, sent by rail from New York City to an uncertain future a world away. Returning east later in life, Vivian
leads a quiet, peaceful existence on the coast of Maine, the memories of her upbringing rendered a hazy blur. But in her attic, hidden in trunks, are vestiges of a turbulent past. Seventeen-year-old Molly Ayer knows that a community-service position helping an elderly widow clean out her attic is the only thing keeping her out of juvenile hall. But as Molly helps Vivian sort through her keepsakes and possessions, she discovers that she and Vivian aren’t as different as they appear. A Penobscot Indian who has spent her youth in and out of foster homes, Molly is also an outsider being raised by strangers, and she, too, has unanswered questions about the past. FICTION

• **Persepolis** by Marjane Satrapi
An autobiographical graphic novel by Marjane Satrapi depicting her childhood in Iran during and after the revolution. Andrew Arnold of TIME described *Persepolis* as “sometimes funny and sometimes sad but always sincere and revealing.” NONFICTION

• **Plum Wine** by Angela Davis-Gardner (North Carolina author)
Barbara Jefferson, a young American teaching in Tokyo in the 1960s, is set on a life-changing quest when her Japanese surrogate mother, Michi, dies. FICTION

• **Proud Shoes** by Pauli Murray (North Carolina author)
Pauli Murray, an acclaimed human right activist who grew up in Durham’s West End, interrupted her law career for four years to investigate and document her family’s history. Meticulously researched and eloquently written, *Proud Shoes* provides both an engrossing story of one family and an historical overview of race relations in the United States spanning almost one hundred years. Durham County Library is pleased to provide this “must-read” for Durham residents as a book club kit. NONFICTION

• **Queen Sugar** by Natalie Baszile
When Charley Bordelon, an African American woman and single mother, unexpectedly inherits eight hundred acres of sugarcane land, she and her eleven-year-old daughter say goodbye to smoggy Los Angeles and head to Louisiana. She soon learns, however, that cane farming is always going to be a white man’s business. As the sweltering summer unfolds, Charley struggles to balance the overwhelming challenges of a farm in decline with the demands of family and the startling desires of her own heart. FICTION

• **Quiet: The Power of Introverts in a World That Can’t Stop Talking** by Susan Cain
In *Quiet*, Susan Cain argues that we dramatically undervalue introverts and shows how much we lose in doing so. She charts the rise of the Extrovert Ideal throughout the twentieth century and explores how deeply it has come to permeate our culture. She also introduces us to successful introverts—from a witty, high-octane public speaker who recharges in solitude after his talks, to a record-breaking salesman who quietly taps into the power of questions. Passionately argued, superbly researched, and filled with indelible stories of real people, *Quiet* has the power to permanently change how we see introverts and, equally important, how they see themselves. NONFICTION

• **Radium Girls** by Kate Moore
The Curies’ newly discovered element of radium makes gleaming headlines across the nation as the fresh face of beauty and wonder drug of the medical community. From body lotion to tonic water the popular new element shines bright in the otherwise dark years of the First World War. Meanwhile hundreds of girls toil amidst the glowing dust of the radium-dial factories. [...] But the factories that once
offered golden opportunities are now ignoring all claims of the gruesome side effects and the women's cries of corruption. And as the fatal poison of the radium takes hold the brave shining girls find themselves embroiled in one of the biggest scandals of America's early 20th century and in a groundbreaking battle for workers rights that will echo for centuries to come. NONFICTION

- *Room* by Emma Donoghue
  To five-year-old Jack, Room is the entire world. It is where he was born and grew up; it's where he lives with his Ma as they learn and read and eat and sleep and play. At night, his Ma shuts him safely in the wardrobe, where he is meant to be asleep when Old Nick visits. Room is home to Jack, but to Ma, it is the prison where Old Nick has held her captive for seven years. FICTION
• **The Round House by Louise Erdrich**

One Sunday in the spring of 1988, a woman living on a reservation in North Dakota is attacked. The details of the crime are slow to surface as Geraldine Coutts is traumatized and reluctant to relive or reveal what happened, either to the police or to her husband, Bazil, and thirteen-year-old son, Joe. In one day, Joe’s life is irrevocably transformed. He tries to heal his mother, but she will not leave her bed and slips into an abyss of solitude. Increasingly alone, Joe finds himself thrust prematurely into an adult world for which he is ill prepared. While his father, who is a tribal judge, endeavors to wrest justice from a situation that defies his efforts, Joe becomes frustrated with the official investigation and sets out with his trusted friends, Cappy, Zack, and Angus, to get some answers of his own. Their quest takes them first to the Round House, a sacred space and place of worship for the Ojibwe. And this is only the beginning. **FICTION**

• **The Signature of All Things by Elizabeth Gilbert**

In *The Signature of All Things*, Elizabeth Gilbert returns to fiction, inserting her inimitable voice into an enthralling story of love, adventure and discovery. Spanning much of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, the novel follows the fortunes of the extraordinary Whittaker family as led by the enterprising Henry Whittaker—a poor-born Englishman who makes a great fortune in the South American quinine trade, eventually becoming the richest man in Philadelphia. Born in 1800, Henry's brilliant daughter, Alma (who inherits both her father’s money and his mind), ultimately becomes a botanist of considerable gifts herself. As Alma’s research takes her deeper into the mysteries of evolution, she falls in love with a man named Ambrose Pike who makes incomparable paintings of orchids and who draws her in the exact opposite direction—into the realm of the spiritual, the divine, and the magical. Alma is a clear-minded scientist; Ambrose a utopian artist—but what unites this unlikely couple is a desperate need to understand the workings of this world and the mechanisms behind all life. **FICTION**

• **Silver Sparrow by Tayari Jones**

Set in a middle-class neighborhood in Atlanta in the 1980s, the novel revolves around James Witherspoon’s families—the public one and the secret one. When the daughters from each family meet and form a friendship, only one of them knows they are sisters. It is a relationship destined to explode when secrets are revealed and illusions shattered. As Jones explores the back stories of her rich and flawed characters, she also reveals the joy, and the destruction, they brought to each other’s lives. **FICTION**

• **Sing Unburied Sing by Jesmyn Ward**

Jojo and his toddler sister, Kayla, live with their grandparents, Mam and Pop, and the occasional presence of their drug-addicted mother, Leonie, on a farm on the Gulf Coast of Mississippi. Leonie is simultaneously tormented and comforted by visions of her dead brother, which only come to her when she’s high; Mam is dying of cancer; and quiet, steady Pop tries to run the household and teach Jojo how to be a man. When the white father of Leonie’s children is released from prison, she packs her kids and a friend into her car and sets out across the state for Parchman farm, the Mississippi State Penitentiary, on a journey rife with danger and promise. **FICTION**
• *The Soldier's Wife* by Margaret Leroy  
An intricate historical novel that moves deftly between mystery and romance, *The Soldier's Wife* depicts domestic and military life—and the horrors of war—with poetic, evocative prose. FICTION

• *Stay With Me* by Ayobami Adebayo  
Yejide and Akin have been married since they met and fell in love at university. Though many expected Akin to take several wives, he and Yejide have always agreed: polygamy is not for them. But four years into their marriage — after consulting fertility doctors and healers, trying strange teas and unlikely cures — Yejide is still not pregnant. She assumes she still has time — until her family arrives on her doorstep with a young woman they introduce as Akin's second wife. Furious, shocked, and livid with jealousy, Yejide knows the only way to save her marriage is to get pregnant, which, finally, she does — but at a cost far greater than she could have dared to imagine. FICTION

• *Still Alice* by Lisa Genova  
Genova uses the successful, articulate, and independent Alice as the perfect vehicle to capture what it feels like to literally lose your mind. You'll admire Alice's strength and resourcefulness even as you cry over her losses. *Still Alice* brings new understanding for all those affected by this terrible neurological disease. FICTION

• *The Sympathizer* by Viet Thanh Nguyen  
The winner of the 2016 Pulitzer Prize for Fiction, compared by critics to the works of Graham Greene, Denis Johnson, and George Orwell, *The Sympathizer* is a blistering exploration of identity, politics, and America, wrought in electric prose. The narrator, a Vietnamese army captain, is a man of divided loyalties, a half-French, half-Vietnamese communist sleeper agent in America after the end of the Vietnam War. A powerful story of love and friendship, and a gripping espionage novel, *The Sympathizer* examines the legacy of the Vietnam War in literature, film, and the wars we fight today. FICTION

• *The Tattooist of Auschwitz* by Heather Morris  
In April 1942, Lale Sokolov, a Slovakian Jew, is forcibly transported to the concentration camps at Auschwitz-Birkenau. When his captors discover that he speaks several languages, he is put to work as a Tätowierer (the German word for tattooist), tasked with permanently marking his fellow prisoners. Imprisoned for over two and a half years, Lale witnesses horrific atrocities and barbarism—but also incredible acts of bravery and compassion. One day in July 1942, Lale, prisoner 32407, comforts a trembling young woman waiting in line to have the number 34902 tattooed onto her arm. Her name is Gita, and in that first encounter, Lale vows to somehow survive the camp and marry her. A vivid, harrowing, and ultimately hopeful re-creation of Lale Sokolov's experiences as the man who tattooed the arms of thousands of prisoners with what would become one of the most potent symbols of the Holocaust, *The Tattooist of Auschwitz* is also a testament to the endurance of love and humanity under the darkest possible conditions. FICTION

• *Their Eyes Were Watching God* by Zora Neale Hurston  
Janie Crawford, a Southern Black woman in the 1930s, journeys from being a free-spirited girl to a woman of independence and substance. FICTION

• *Things I Want My Daughters to Know* by Elizabeth Noble  
How do you cope in a world without your mother? When Barbara realizes time is running out, she writes
letters to her four daughters, aware that they'll be facing the trials and triumphs of life without her at their side. FICTION

- **The Thirteenth Tale** by Diane Setterfield
  Former academic Setterfield pays tribute in her debut to Brontë and du Maurier heroines: a plain girl gets wrapped up in a dark, haunted ruin of a house, which guards family secrets that are not hers and that she must discover at her peril. FICTION

- **Unbroken** by Laura Hillenbrand
  On a May afternoon in 1943, an Army Air Forces bomber crashed into the Pacific Ocean and disappeared, leaving only a spray of debris and a slick of oil, gasoline and blood. Then, on the ocean surface, a face appeared—Lt. Louis Zamperini. Captured by the Japanese and driven to the limits of endurance, Zamperini would answer desperation with ingenuity; suffering with hope, resolve, and humor. NONFICTION

- **Warlight** by Michael Ondaatje
  It is 1945, and London is still reeling from years of war. Fourteen-year-old Nathaniel and his older sister, Rachel, seemingly abandoned by their parents, have been left in the care of an enigmatic figure they call The Moth. They suspect he may be a criminal and grow both more convinced and less concerned as they come to know his eccentric crew of friends: men and women with a shared history, all of whom seem determined now to protect and educate (in rather unusual ways) the siblings. But are they really what and who they claim to be? And how should Nathaniel and Rachel feel when their mother returns without their father after months of silence—explaining nothing, excusing nothing? A dozen years later, Nathaniel begins to uncover all he didn’t know or understand during that time, and it is this journey—through reality, recollection, and imagination—that is told in this magnificent novel. FICTION

- **We Were the Lucky Ones** by Georgia Hunter
  It is the spring of 1939 and three generations of the Kurc family are doing their best to live normal lives, even as the shadow of war grows closer. The talk around the family Seder table is of new babies and budding romance, not of the increasing hardships threatening Jews in their hometown of Radom, Poland. But soon the horrors overtaking Europe will become inescapable and the Kurcs will be flung to the far corners of the world, each desperately trying to navigate his or her own path to safety. Driven by an unwavering will to survive and by the fear that they may never see one another again, the Kurcs must rely on hope, ingenuity, and inner strength to persevere. FICTION

- **Who Asked You?** by Terry McMillan
  With her wise, wry, and poignant novels of families and friendships, Terry McMillan has touched millions of readers. Now, in her eighth novel, the author of *Waiting to Exhale*gives exuberant voice to characters who reveal how we live now — at least as lived in a racially diverse Los Angeles neighborhood. *Who Asked You?* casts an intimate look at the burdens and blessings of family and speaks to trusting your own judgment when others don’t agree. FICTION

- **Wild: From Lost to Found on the Pacific Coast Trail** by Cheryl Strayed
  A powerful, blazingly honest, inspiring memoir: the story of a 1,100 mile solo hike that broke down a young woman reeling from catastrophe—and built her back up again. NONFICTION